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Abstract. The number of vertical search engines and portals has rapidly
increased over the last years, making the importance of a topic-driven
(focused) crawler evident. In this paper, we develop a latent semantic
indexing classifier that combines link analysis with text content in order
to retrieve and index domain specific web documents. We compare its
efficiency with other well-known web information retrieval techniques.
Our implementation presents a different approach to focused crawling
and aims to overcome the limitations of the neccesity to provide initial
training data while maintaining a high recall/precision ratio.

1 Introduction

In contrast with large-scale engines such as Google [1], a search engine with a spe-
cialised index is more appropriate to services catering for specialty markets and
target groups since it has more structured content and offers a high precision [2].
The main goal of this work is to provide an efficient topical information resource
discovery algorithm when no previous knowledge of link structure is available
except that found in web pages already fetched during a crawling phase. We
propose a new method for further improving targeted web information retrieval
(IR) by combining text with link analysis and make novelty comparisons against
existing methods.

2 Web Information Retrieval – Text and Link Based

Techniques

The expansion of a search engine using a web crawler is seen as a task of clas-

sification requiring automatic categorisation of text documents into specific and
predefined categories. The visiting strategy of new web pages usually charac-
terises the purpose of the system. Generalised search engines that seek to cover
as much proportion of the web as possible usually implement a breadth-first

(BRFS) algorithm [3]. The BRFS policy uses a simple FIFO queue for the un-
visited documents and provides a fairly good bias towards high quality pages
without the computational cost of keeping the queue ordered [4]. Systems on



the other hand that require high precision and targeted information must seek
new pages in a more intelligent way. The crawler of such a system focused or
topic-driven crawler is assigned the task of automatically classifying crawled
pages to existing category structures and simultaneously discovering web infor-
mation related to the specified domain while avoiding irrelevant regions of the
web. A popular approach for focused resource discovery is the best-first search

(BSFS) algorithm where two URL queues are maintained; one containing the
already visited links (from here on AF) and another having the, yet unvisited,
references of the first queue, also called crawl frontier (from here on CF) [5].
The challenging task is periodically reordering the links in the CF efficiently. The
importance metrics can be either interest driven where the classifier for docu-
ment similarity checks the text content and popularity/location driven where
the importance of a page depends on the hyperlink structure of the crawled
document.

Although the physical characteristics of web information is distributed and
decentralized, the web can be viewed as one big virtual text document collec-
tion. In this regard, the fundamental questions and approaches of traditional IR
research (e.g. term weighting, query expansion) are likely to be relevant in web
IR [6]. The language independent vector space model (VSM) representation of
documents has proved effective for text classification [7]. This model is described
with indexing terms that are considered to be coordinates in a multidimensional
space where documents and queries are represented as binary vectors of terms
resulting to a term-document two-dimensional m × n matrix A where m is the
number of terms and n is the number of documents in the collection.

Contrary to text-based techniques, the main target of link analysis is to iden-
tify the importance or popularity of web pages. This task is clearly derived from
earlier work in bibliometrics academic citation data analysis where impact fac-

tor is the measure of importance and influence. More recently, link and social
network analysis have been applied to web IR to identify authoritative informa-
tion sources [8]. Here, the impact factor corresponds to the ranking of a page
simply by a tally of the number of links that point to it, also known as back-

link (BL) count or in-degree. But BL can only serve as a rough, heuristic-based,
quality measure of a document, because it can favour universally popular loca-
tions regardless of the specific query topic. PageRank (PR) is a more intelligent
connectivity-based page quality metric with an algorithm that recursively defines
the importance of a page to be the weighted sum of its backlinks’ importance
values [9]. An alternative but equally influential algorithm of modern hypertext
IR is HITS, which categorises web pages to two different classes; pages rich and
relevant in text content to the user’s query (authorities) and pages that might
not have relevant textual information but can lead to relevant documents (hubs)
[10]. Hubs may not be indexed in a vertical engine as they are of little interest
to the end user, however both kind of pages can collaborate in determining the
visit path of a focused crawler.

Latent semantic indexing (LSI) is a concept-based automatic indexing method
that models the semantics of the domain in order to suggest additional relevant



keywords and to reveal the ”hidden” concepts of a given corpus while eliminating
high order noise [11]. The attractive point of LSI is that it captures the higher
order ”latent” structure of word usage across the documents rather than just
surface level word choice. The dimensionality reduction is typically computed
with the help of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), where the eigenvectors
with the largest eigenvalues capture the axes of the largest variation in the data.
In LSI, an approximated version of A, denoted as Ak = UkSkV T

k , is computed by
truncating its singular values, keeping only the k = rank(Ak) < k0 = rank(A)
larger singular values. Unfortunately, for matrix decompositions such as SVD
in dynamic collections, once an index is created it will be obsolete when new
data (terms and documents) is inserted to the system. Adding new pages or
modifying existing ones also means that the corpus index has to be regenerated
for both the recall and the crawling phase. Depending on the indexing technique
followed, this can be a computationally intensive procedure. But there are well-
known relatively inexpensive methods that avoid the full reconstruction of the
term-document matrix [12]. Folding-in is based on the existing latent semantic
structure and hence new terms and documents have no effect on the representa-
tion of the pre-existing terms and documents. Furthermore, the orthogonality in
the reduced k-dimensional basis for the column or row space of A (depending on
inserting terms or documents) is corrupted. SVD-updating, while more complex,
maintains the orthogonality and the latent structure of the original matrix.

3 Focused Crawling

3.1 Related Works in Focused Crawling

Numerous techniques that try to combine textual and linking information for
efficient URL ordering exist in the literature. Many of these are extensions to
PageRank and HITS. An extension to HITS where nodes have additional prop-
erties and make use of web page content in addition to its graph structure is
proposed in [13] as a remedy to the problem of nepotism. An improvement to
HITS is probabilistic HITS (PHITS), a model that has clear statistical repre-
sentations [14]. An application of PageRank to target seeking crawlers improves
the original method by employing a combination of PageRank and similarity
to the topic keywords [15]. The URLs at the frontier are first sorted by the
number of topic keywords present in their parent pages, then by their estimated
PageRanks. A BSFS crawler using PageRank as the heuristic is discussed in
[16]. In [17] an interesting extension to probabilistic LSI (PLSI) is introduced
where existing links between the documents are used as features in addition to
word terms. [18] proposes supervised learning on the structure of paths leading
to relevant pages to enhance target seeking crawling. A link-based ontology is
required in the training phase. Another similar technique is reinforcement learn-
ing [19] where a focused crawler is trained using paths leading to relevant goal
nodes. The effect of exploiting hypertext features such as segmenting Document
Object Model (DOM) tag-trees of a web document and combining this informa-
tion with HITS is studied in [20]. Keyword-sensitive crawling strategies such as



URL string analysis and other location metrics are investigated in [21]. An intel-
ligent crawler that can adapt online the queue link-extraction strategy using a
self-learning mechanism is discussed in [22]. Work on assessing different crawling
strategies regarding the ability to remain in the vicinity of the topic in vector
space over time is described in [23]. Various approaches to combine linkage met-
rics with content-based classifiers have been proposed in [24] and [25]. [26] uses
tunnelling to overcome some of the limitations of a pure BSFS approach.

3.2 Hypertext Combined Latent Analysis (HCLA)

The problem studied in this paper is the implementation of a focused crawler
for target topic discovery, given unlabeled (but known to contain relevant sam-
ple documents) textual data, a set of keywords describing the topics and no
other data resources. Taking into account these limitations many sophisticated
algorithms of the Sect.2, such as HITS and context graphs, cannot be easily ap-
plied. We evaluate a novel algorithm called Hypertext Content Latent Analysis

or HCLA from now onwards that tries to combine text with link analysis using
the VSM paradigm. Unlike PageRank, where simple eigen-analysis on globally
weighted adjacency matrix is applied and principal eigenvectors are used, we
choose to work with a technique more comparable with HITS. While the effec-
tiveness of LSI has been demonstrated experimentally in several text collections
yielding an increased average retrieval precision, its success in web connectivity
analysis has not been as direct. There is a close connection between HITS and
LSI/SVD multidimensional scaling [27]. HITS is equivalent to running SVD on
the hyperlink relation (source, target) rather than the (term, document) relation
to which SVD is usually applied. Our main assumption is that terms and links in
an expanded matrix are both considered for document relevance. They are seen
as relationships. In the new space introduced, each document is represented by
both the terms it contains and the similar text and hypertext documents. This
is an extension of the traditional ”bag-of-words” document representation of the
traditional VSM described in Sect.2. Unlike [17], we use LSI instead of PLSI.
The proposed representation, offers some interesting potential and a number of
benefits. First, text only queries can be applied to the enriched relationships
space so that documents having only linking information, such as those in CF,
can be ordered. Secondly, the method can be easily extended for the case where
we also have estimated content information for the documents in CF. This can
be done using the anchor text or the neighbour textual context of the link tag
in the parent’s html source code, following heuristics to remedy for the problem
of context boundaries identification [16]. Moreover, we can easily apply local
weights to the terms/rows of the matrix, a common technique in IR that can
enhance LSI efficiency. While term weighting in classic text IR is a kind of lin-
guistic favouritism, here it can also been seen as a method of emphasizing either
the use of linking information or text content. An issue in our method is the
complexity of updating the weights in the expanded matrix, especially when a
global weighting scheme is used. For simplicity, we do not use any weighting
scheme. The steps of our method are described as follows.



Fig. 1. Expanded connectivity matrix in HCLA. Matrix C is [(m + a) x (n + a + b)]
AF=Already Visited links, CF=Crawl Frontier docs

Let A be the original term-document representation while

(

L[m×a]

G[a×a]

)

and
(

O[m×b]

R[a×b]

)

are the new document vectors projected in the expanded term-space

having both textual (submatrices L[m×a] and O[m×b]) and connectivity compo-
nents (G[a×a] and R[a×b]).

- With a given text-only corpus of m documents and a vocabulary of n terms
we first construct a term-document matrix Amxn and perform a truncated SVD
Ak = SV D(A, k) = UkSk(Vk)T . Since this is done during the offline training
phase we can estimate the optimum k.

- After a sufficient user-defined number of pages (a) have been fetched be
the crawler, we analyse the connectivity information of the crawler’s current
web graph and insert a = |AF| new rows as ”terms” (i.e. documents from AF)
and a + b = |AF| + |CF| web pages from both AF and CF as ”documents” to
the matrix. The SVD-updating technique helps avoiding the reconstruction of
the expanded index matrix. Because G and R in Fig. 1 are typically sparse,
the procedure is simplified and the computation is reduced. For inserting t = a

terms and d = a + b documents we append D[(m+a)×(a+b)] =

(

L[m×a] 0[m×b]

G[a×a] R[a×b]

)

to B[(m+a)×n] =

(

A[m×n]

0[a×n]

)

matrix.

- Since we do not have any information of direct relationship between these
web pages and the text documents {di}of the original corpus, we just add a

terms/rows with zero elements at the bottom of Ak. This allows the recomputing
of SVD with minimum effort, by reconstructing the term-document matrix. If
SV D(B) = UBSB(VB)T the k−SV D of the matrix after inserting a documents,
then we have:

UB =

(

U[m×k]

0[a×k]

)

, SB = Sk, VB = Vk (1)



The above step does not follow the SVD-updating technique since the full
term-document matrix is recreated and a k−truncated SVD of the new matrix
B is recomputed. In order to insert fetched and unvisited documents from the
AF and CF queues as columns in the expanded matrix we use an SVD-updating
technique to calculate the semantic differences introduced in the column and
row space. If we define SV D(C) = UCSCV T

C , F =
(

Sk|U
T
BD

)

and SV D(F ) =
UF SF V T

F then, matrices Uc, Sc and Vc are calculated according to [12]:

VC =

(

VB 0
0 I[a+b]

)

VF , SC = SF , UC = UBVF (2)

Accordingly, we project the driving original query q in the new space that
the expanded connectivity matrix C represents. This is done by appending a

rows of zeroes to the bottom of the query vector: qC =

(

q[m×1]

0[a×1]

)

. By applying

the driving query qC of the test topic we can to compute a total ranking of the
expanded matrix C. Looking at Fig. 1 we deduce that we only need to rank the
last b=|CF| columns. The scores of each document in CF are calculated using
the cosine similarity measure:

cos θj =
eT
j VCSC(UT

C qC)

||SCV T
C ej ||2||qC ||2

(3)

where || · ||2 is the L2 norm. Once similarity scores are attributed to documents,
we can reorder the CF, select the most promising candidate and iterate the above
steps.

4 Implementation – Experimental Results - Analysis

In this work we evaluate five different algorithms. BRFS is only used as a baseline
since it does not offer any focused resource discovery. The rest are cases of BSFS
algorithms with different CF reordering policies. The 2nd algorithm is based on
simple BL count [21]. Here the BL of a document v in CF is the current number
of documents in AF that have v as an outlink. The 3rd algorithm (SS1) is based
on the Shark-Search algorithm [28]. The 4th algorithm (SS2) is similar to SS1
but the relevance scores are calculated in a pre-trained VSM using a probability
ranking based scheme [7]. Since we work with an unlabelled text corpus, we use
the topic query to extract the most relevant documents and use them as sample
examples to train the system. The 5th algorithm is based on PageRank. Here,
no textual information is available, only the connectivity between documents
fetched so far and their outlinks. In order to achieve convergence we assume
that from nodes with no outlinks we can jump with probability one to every
other page in the current web graph. In this application, the exact PR values
are not as important as the ranking they induce on the pages. This means that
we can stop the iterations fairly quickly even when the full convergence has not
been attained. In practice we found that no more than 10 iterations were needed.



The 6th algorithm (HCLA) is the one this paper proposes. In the training phase
choosing k=50 for the LSI of the text corpus (matrix A) yielded good results.
For our experiments the WebKB corpus was used [29]. This has 8275 (after
eliminating duplicates) web documents collected from universities and manually
classified in 7 categories. For algorithms SS1, SS2, HCLA we selected each time
three universities for training the text classifier and the fourth for testing. Doc-
uments from the ”misc” university were also used for HCLA since the larger size
of the initial text corpus can enhance the efficiency of LSI. Although the WebKB
documents have link information we disregarded this fact in the training phase
and choose to treat them only as textual data but for the testing phase we took
into account both textual and linking information. The keyword-based queries
that drive the crawl are also an indicative description of each category. In each
case as seeds we considered the root documents in the ”department” category.
This entails the possibility of some documents being unreachable nodes in the
vicinity tree by any path starting with that seed, something that explains the
<100% final recall values in Fig. 2. We repeated the experiments for each cat-
egory and for every university. Categories having relatively limited number of
documents (e.g. ”staff”) were not tested. Evaluation tests measuring the overall
performance were performed by calculating the average ratio of relevant pages
retrieved out of the total ground-truth at different stages of the crawl. Due to the
complexity of PR and HCLA we chose to follow a BSFSN strategy, applying the
reordering policy every N documents fetched for all algorithms (except BRFS).
This is supported by the results of [30] which indicate that explorative crawlers
outperform their more exploitive counterparts. We experimented with values of
N = 10, 25, 50. The preprocessing involved fixing HTML errors, converting text
encoding, filtering out all external links (outlinks that are not found inside the
corpus), stemming and using a word stoplist for both the train and test text
documents. The results in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 depict the superiority of our method
especially at higher recall ranges.

We must also consider that in our implementation we didn’t use term weight-
ing, which is argued to boost LSI performance [11]. BRFS performance matched
or exceeded in some cases SS1 and BL. This can be attributed to the structure
of the WebKB corpus and the quality of the seed documents. The unimpressive
results of PR justify the assertion that it is too general for use in topic-driven
tasks due to its minimal exploitation of the topic context [16], [23]. In a BSFS
strategy it is crucial that the time needed for reorganising the crawl frontier is
kept at a minimum. In our work, we do not need to recompute the SVD of the
highly dimensional matrix C, but perform calculations on the reduced matrices
of Sect.2. Also, we follow a BSFSN algorithm where the reordering of the CF,
and consequently the term-document matrix expansion and SVD computation,
are performed every N documents fetched. Naturally, the value N has a signif-
icant influence in the processing time of the algorithm and the efficiency of the
reordering analysis [30]. For the results presented here it is N=50. A parameter
not well documented is the choice of k (number of important factors) in LSI.
While trial and error offline experiments can reveal an optimum value for the
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Fig. 2. Algorithm performance for WebKB

text corpus (matrix A), there is no guarantee this will remain optimal for the
expanded matrix C.

5 Conclusions

This work has been concerned with a statistical approach to text and link pro-
cessing. We argue that content- and link-based techniques can be used for both
the classifier and the distiller of a focused crawler and propose an alternative
document representation where terms and links are combined in an LSI based
algorithm. A positive point in our method is that its training is not dependent
on a web graph using a previous crawl or an existing generalised search service
but only on unlabeled text samples making the problem a case of unsupervised
machine learning. Because LSI performance is sensitive to the size of the trained
corpus performance can suffer severely when little data is available. Therefore,
starting a crawl with a small term-document matrix A is not recommended since
at early stages the extra linking-text information from the crawl is minimal. Ap-
pending extra text documents in the training phase, even being less relevant to
the topics of the current corpus, can enhance the crawling process. At later stages
when more information is available to the system we can remove these documents
and retrain the model. We also believe that a hybrid strategy where HCLA is
facilitated in the early stages of the crawl by a more explorative algorithm can be
a practical alternative. Both HCLA and PR methods proved significantly slower
requiring more processor power and memory resources. Practically, HCLA was
up to 100 times slower than the simple BRFS on some tests and PR performed
similarly, something that has been attested by [16]. The dynamic nature of the
crawler means that computational complexity increases as more documents are
inserted in AF and CF. A solution to the problem is to limit the size of both
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queues by discarding less authoritative documents at the bottom of the queues
during the reordering phase.
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